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DONATION FORM, June 7, 2015, 5K AIDS Cancer Run Walk 
 

The Richard M. Brodsky Foundation is a 501(c) (3) public charity, EIN #47-0941830, which seeks to 

improve the lives of people, especially children, living with HIV and cancer. The Foundation’s President, 
Richard Brodsky, is HIV-positive for 17+ years and a brain cancer survivor for 12+ years. Richard credits 
his surviving terminal brain cancer is due to running marathons, participating in local 5K Events where the 
runners are very supportive + being married to his marathon-running-loving-supportive wife, Jodi. In the 

past 7 years, the Richard M. Brodsky Foundation has donated money, toiletry / gift items to Long 
Islanders living with HIV and cancer and toys to children living with HIV and cancer totaling $144,000. The 
Foundation also exists to improve the lives and to provide meals and homes for the 15,200,000+ AIDS 

orphans living in sub-Saharan Africa. Richard and his HIV-negative wife Jodi will be participating in their 
11th World AIDS Marathon in Kenya on World AIDS Day, 2015. His purpose for running marathons is to 
help remind society that people who are HIV-positive and/or cancer survivors can continue to live 
productive lives providing they have access to medicine and lead a healthy lifestyle. In Richard’s case 

Harvard and NYC doctors have noted that his brain cancer had nothing to do with his being HIV-positive. 
4,200 people cannot continue to die every day from AIDS while 5.700 people are newly diagnosed with 
HIV each day. For more information about the Brodsky Foundation, please visit www.richardmbrodsky.org. 
85 Kenyan orphan lives were saved at 3 orphan dinner dances for 850 orphans in conjunction with the 

2014 World AIDS Marathon. 255 orphans were examined and treated by Dr. Richard Sartori of Garden 
City Pediatrics, Dr. Joshua Muga of Kenya, Dr. Julian Howard of Australia, Dr. Alex Hyppolite of 
Manhattan,  and Dr. Benson Bonyo and his team of doctors from Kenya and Akron, Ohio. Richard’s 

message to all: Having unsafe sex is not an option, get a free AIDS test. The Richard M. Brodsky 
Foundation has invited people living with HIV and cancer to participate for FREE at its 8th annual 5K AIDS 
Cancer Run Walk on June 7, 2015, 9 AM, at Baldwin Park, Baldwin, NY.  Please support my participating in 
the 5K Event by making a donation to the Richard M. Brodsky Foundation. For more information about the 

5K AIDS / Cancer Run / Walk, visit www.5kaidscancer.com. 

 
DONOR’S NAME                    DONATION          ADDRESS   (only necessary if the                      DATE                             
                                             AMOUNT                 donation is $25 or more) 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 


